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“It’s such a unique experience and it didn’t feel like class at all, it just felt like vacation while we were still learning so much.”
“The culture in the United States is so fast-paced when really our patients need a listening ear more often than we provide. I will be more understanding as a nurse and culturally competent.”
“Everything about this experience was unique and a once in a lifetime thing.”
"I feel that I have changed for the better. After going on this trip I have learned the importance of contrast within a culture. I feel that it is something everyone must experience and seek out because without it, one will never fully understand where a city and culture have been and how they will continue to grow in the future."
Study in 73 countries, including the U.S.
ACADEMICS

Classes toward:

• Gen Ed
• Major
• Minor

Student from any major can study abroad.
IS IT EXPENSIVE?

- Many affordable options: Last year 89% paid NDSU tuition and fees
- 11% had NDSU tuition waived, and instead paid host university tuition and fees
• Financial aid and alternative loans
• Study abroad scholarships
Some faculty-led programs open to freshmen!
Long-term programs starting summer after freshman year
ICONIC DUBAI: DISCOVER THE IMPOSSIBLE

- Experience the UAE like you would never have a chance to do on your own!
- 3-credit UNIV course spring semester, with travel during spring break 2020.
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Study Abroad Services, MU 116
Study Abroad Day on September 5
www.ndsu.edu/studyabroad